What came first, major depression or substance use disorder? Clinical characteristics and substance use comparing teens in a treatment cohort.
This study utilized data on a treatment cohort from a randomized clinical trial that recruited adolescents with co-occurring major depression and substance use disorder (N=126). The purpose of this study was to compare adolescents for whom the onset of depression was first versus those for whom the onset of substance use disorder was first or in the same year as depression. Intake clinical evaluations were abstracted to yield common stressors that included childhood abuse, early loss or death, exposure to violence, and attachment problems. Tobacco, alcohol, and cannabis initiation and dependence were compared for the depression first and substance use disorder first groups, and within those groups by gender. Among the substances studied, only cannabis dependence was significantly more prevalent among those with depression first. Comparisons suggest some differences in the developmental path toward comorbid depression and substance use disorders, but remarkable similarity in measures of dependence and severity. Although small samples limited statistical significance, observed differences suggest possible avenues for prevention or intervention.